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Self-Awareness
Rev. Dr. Carson Pue
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Empirical research argues
that self-awareness
is THE most fundamental issue
in the science of personal
growth leadership and
wellbeing.
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Why is it so
important to us as
leaders?
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John McAuley quote:

If you can’t lead yourself, you can’t
others.
If you can’t lead others, you can’t
lead a team.
If you can’t lead a team, you can’t
lead an organization.
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Research by Tasha Eurich
“Our data reveals that 95
percent of people believe
they are self-aware, but the
real number is 12 to 15
percent,”
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Two parts to self-awareness

External self-awareness means knowing
how other people see you.

Internal self-awareness means knowing
your values and personality strengths and
weaknesses.
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Understanding our
position and identity
as children of God is
critical to our self
understanding
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Living out of
who God
says I am is
my only
hope of
becoming
like Jesus.

• God has something to say about who we are
and He’s the only One we should listen to. We
define ourselves by who God says we are
because that’s who He sees us to be, and that’s
who He has made us to be.
• We have to trust Him with everything that’s
true about us, including His view of the sin in us.
• We must never depend on our view of
ourselves.
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Learning to live out of His
view of us—and in fact who
He has made us—is the
process of our maturing. It
is the process of our
spiritual formation.
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Many Christians miss this
profound reality of
experiencing in their daily
lives who God says they are..
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• What are some
bi-products of
self-awareness?
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One of he most powerful
techniques to promote selfawareness is questioning.

• What are my weaknesses?
• What is hindering me from fulfilling my
calling?
• What is the “shadow side” of my
leadership?
• What is hindering me from taking the next
step to fulfill my God-given calling?
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Barriers to being Self-Aware
“Self-awareness—recognizing a feeling as it happens—is
the keystone of emotional intelligence . . . the ability to
monitor feelings from moment to moment is crucial to
psychological insight and self-understanding. An
inability to notice our true feelings leaves us at their
mercy.
People with greater certainty about their feelings are
better pilots of their lives, having a surer sense of how
they really feel about personal decisions from whom
they marry, to what job to take.”
- Daniel Golman
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Barriers to being Self-Aware
• Spiritual - If you are underdeveloped - the evil
one wants you to stay like that and I think uses
some of the following:
• Either too much data or too little data especially inaccurate during times of
transition
• An anxious person can see data as a threat
and focusses on the anxiety rather than the
data. This is where a mentor can help.
• If you have low self esteem, your tendency is
to interpret everything that is consistent with
their self perception rather than an accurate
assessment .
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Without selfawareness…

OUR EMOTIONS RULE
WE LACK OBJECTIVITY
EMOTIONS CLOUD OUR ABILITY TO REASON
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• Almost as if they are looking in a mirror.
• They see what others never recognize
• They have a grasp on their own disposition

Leaders with
selfawareness…

• They know their triggers and tendencies
• They can explain reasons behind their emotions
• They can step back from their own experience,
insert a pause for objectivity - pull back and regroup
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Roadmap to Self-Awareness
4

Take several
assessments such
as MBTI, Kolbe,
Enneagram, DISC.
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Make yourself
accountable to
loved ones or
friend stating you
are trying to
become more selfaware.

Ask direct
questions of those
you know will give
you a straight
answer.

Spend time in
silent separation
frequently,
listening to God.

Highlight verses in
the Bible where
God describes
who you are?
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Discussion:
Questions and Responses
carson@quadrantleadership.net
Facebook: Carsonpue

Twitter:carsonpue. LinkedIn: Carson Pue
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